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CHEMICAL-FREE

Sorry to burst your bubble, but everything is a chemical, including water. If a

moisturiser were really chemical-free, the bottle would be empty. Scratch that, there

wouldn't be a bottle either. That's made of chemicals too!

HYPOALLERGENIC

A term coined by advertisers to make you think a product is safe for sensitive skin

and won't cause irritations. In truth, the term isn't regulated in any way. A brand could

put fragrance, citrus oils & mint (the most irritating ingredients in cosmetics) in a

product and still call it hypoallergenic. 

"HELPS"

Brands can't say that a product/ingredient boosts collagen/reduces wrinkles/does 

whatever if they don't have evidence to support the claim. So they get around the lack

of evidence by telling you that it "helps" (what?) do something. That way, they don't

even have to make a product that works. The product's just "helping," not doing.

Sneaky!

DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED

It simply means the product was tested on skin. But whose skin? And what were the

results? No one knows.

DERMATOLOGIST TESTED

One of the many terms that's not regulated in any way. All it means is that someone

with a PhD (not even a dermatologist) has tried it (and been paid for it!). But how the

test was done and what the results were, no one knows. Without proper regulations,

brands don't need to tell you.
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Guess what? Skincare products are already pH balanced. No one wants to sell you a

cream that'll burn your skin so they must get the pH right from the start. 

PH BALANCED

These terms aren't regulated in any way. Sure, you know that olive oil comes from

olive, but it wasn't put in your moisturiser as is. Natural ingredients can be modified

to look a certain way or remove allergens. Plus, without proper regulations, all kinds

of synthetic stuff can find its way in your lotions and options. As long as it contains a

drop of olive oil, brands can claim your moisturiser's natural, right?

NATURAL/ORGANIC/GREEN

PATENTED FORMULA

Brands want you to believe that a patented formula is unique and works better than

competitors'. Truth is, you can patent pretty much anything. Most patents are just

technicalities that don't affect how well the formula performs. 

REDUCES THE APPEARANCE OF WRINKLES

"Appearance" is the key word here. When a product/ingredient says this, it doesn't

promise to get rid of wrinkles. It just promises to make them LOOK less obvious.


